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Abstract

This paper presents a distance education system for the interactive experiments on physics over the World
Wide Web integrated by Swing and Java3D API on Java2. Our system provides the real experiments over
the web and are applied to the subject of experimental physics; the β-ray radiation. Experiments with
radiation sources are sometimes kept away from educational courses because the radiation source must
be controlled carefully in spite of its importance.With our system, students can measure counts of β-ray
without treating radiation source directly at any time from any places over the web. The client programs
run as Java applets on web browsers or as Java applications. Using the Swing API, they have a common
desktop environment that provides exactly the same graphical user interface with the internal window
system on any operating system supporting Java2 and Java3D. The 3D view window of the experimental
equipments is realized by Java3D API and is very helpful to understand the configuration of equipments
and principles of the measurement. The client programs handle the TCP/IP communication to the server
program written in Java with native methods on the Linux server built with general PC and experimental
equipments.
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1 Introduction

Distance educations (DE) for physics are stud-
ied by many teachers, schools, and universities
and so on through the spread of the World Wide
Web. A lot of works of Java applets have been
developed [1–3] and almost all applets are simu-
lation programs that are effective and helpful in
understanding physical phenomena. There are,
however, few works of experimental physics over
the web [4–8]. Of cause, it is very important to
study experimental physics using the equipments
in front of students by their hands. We think that
DE systems for experimental physics have also
some advantages; they are ready at any time from
any places over the web and are very effective for
some themes that have problems in small schools
because of the scale of experiments or difficulties
of treatment.

We are providing the interactive experiments

on two subjects of physics; the β-ray radiation and
the electric circuits, over the World Wide Web. [9]
We are introducing here new system for the β-ray
radiation experiment [7] integrated by Swing [10]
and Java3D [11] API on Java2 [12]. These kinds
of experiments are sometimes kept away from ed-
ucational courses because the β-ray source should
be controlled carefully in spite of its importance,
not only for the physics interests but also for the
natural laws of probability.

We tried to solve here three problems of such
DE systems for remote experiments; imaging the
construction of the remote experimental equip-
ments, exactly the same usage on any web browser
and operating system, and the internationaliza-
tion. It is very helpful for imaging the experimen-
tal configuration to move an eye-point freely in a
3D view. The internal frames on a common desk-
top provide the exactly same window system. The
internationalization can be done using the locale-
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sensitive objects and the Unicode system [13].
We adopted several new technologies to our

system; Swing API on Java2 for the internation-
alized general graphical user interface (GUI) on
the common desktop, Java3D API for the real
3D view of the remote experimental equipment,
Java [14] for the clients and the server program-
ming with native methods, the Linux GPIB pack-
age [15] for the communication to the experimen-
tal equipments, the cqcam driver [16] for getting
real-time images, the Apache http server [17] on
the Linux [18] system for the stable operating sys-
tem and many GNU [19] tools for developing soft-
ware.

References 7 on ISIMADE’99 shows the basic
hardware construction and server programs of the
system. This paper shows new client program that
provides exactly the same GUI using the internal
window system on many operating systems, and
provides the 3D view window of the experimental
equipments helpful to understand the configura-
tion of equipments and principles of the measure-
ment, and adopts the internationalized messages
referred to the locale.

2 Experiment on β-ray Radi-
ation

Our DE system for the experiments on β-ray radi-
ation provides the real experiments over the World
Wide Web and requires Java2 (including Swing
API) with Java3D API executable environment
for the clients. The client program can run as an
applet on the web browser or a Java application.

When clients access to the server by the web
browser, they get a Java applet on the screen as
shown in Fig.1. The applet has several internal
windows; Control Panel, 3D View of Equipment,
View (small) (a small live image), Beta-ray (Al
No...) (raw experimental data for several condi-
tions), Distribution (Al No...) (distribution of β-
ray counts for several conditions), Absorption by
Al plate (Al Absorption plate dependence of aver-
aged β-ray counts).

The client can set the conditions of the ex-
periments by the Control Panel ; the number of
measurements N and the thickness of the Al ab-
sorption plates placed between the β-ray source
and the Geiger-Müller (GM) counter. We use a
radioactive isotope 90

38Sr and 90
39Y as a source and

detect β-rays 90
38Sr →90

39 Y + e−, 90
39Y →90

40 Zr + e−.

Figure 1: The screen shot of the β-ray experiment
on the web browser.

When the MEAS. button is pushed, the client
sends the start command to the server and the
measurement will start. During measurement the
server is sending counts of β-ray per 100 ms for
N times and the client start to plot data on the
graph with auto-scaled axes in the Beta-ray win-
dow. At the end of the measurement, Distribution
window appears or comes up at upper layer and
shows the graph of the distribution with a fitting
curve of the Poisson distribution. One data point
will be plotted with an error bar on the window
of Absorption by Al plate. During the measure-
ments the MEAS. button is changed to the CAN-
CEL button that will interrupt any measurement
and show the results until the time. The AUTO
button provides the fully automatic measurements
changing all Al absorption plates. We also provide
the emulation mode, which simulates the program
of real experiment, and it is convenient to get a
feel when other user occupies the system or the
network has troubles.

The thickness of the Al absorption plate can
be changed by selecting the chooser on Control
Panel window. When Al plate is changed, the live
images on the View (small / medium / large) win-
dow will be reloaded if the window is active. The
position of Al plate in the 3D view on the 3D View
of Equipment window will also be changed. Fig-
ure 2 shows the examples of small and medium live
images and 3D View when No.5 the thickest plate
Al plate is selected. The View (small / medium /
large) windows provide the three different sizes of
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Figure 2: The small (left) and medium (center)
live images and the 3D View (right).

the images and slow animations, which reload the
image at intervals of 15 s when START buttons is
pushed.

This experiment helps students to understand
that the distribution of β-ray obeys the Poisson or
binomial distributions and the absorption of the
β-ray, which comes through Al plate, depends on
the thickness of the plate. Figure 3(a) and (b)
show the example of N dependence of the distri-
bution roughness and students will get a differ-
ent distribution in the same condition with sim-
ilar roughness. The difference between Fig.3(b)
and (c) shows the Poisson distribution with dif-
ferent mean values caused by the absorption of
β-ray. All of these results can be obtained by the
real experiments over the web.

3 3D Visualization

The core part of β-ray measurements consists of
a β-ray source, a GM tube detector, a turntable
with five Al absorption plates, a detection switch
and small video camera as shown in Fig.4. [7] It is
not easy to imagine the construction of this small
laboratory only with this photograph. The corre-
spondence between the laboratory and the images
obtained by the small camera is not shown clearly.

A 3D view window of the small laboratory is
implemented by using Java3D [11] API on Java2
as shown in Fig. 1. The eye-point can be moved
freely by dragging a mouse. The 3D view may
therefore be rotated, zoomed or shifted as shown
in Fig. 5. It is very helpful to imagine the con-
struction of the laboratory and to understand the
principle of the measurement. The present po-
sition of turntable with Al absorption plates is
reflected in the 3D view window, and it is also
helpful to imagine what happens in the remote
laboratory. The 3D view is drawn by the client,
which means that the server has no load and the

Figure 4: The small laboratory of β-ray measure-
ments.

network traffic is much fewer than the video trans-
mission.

4 The Common Graphical User
Interface

The client program has a common desktop and
all windows belong to this desktop. Every win-
dow is implemented by the JInternalFrame class
of Swing API [10]. The JInternalFrame class pro-
vides exactly the same GUI environment includ-
ing the window’s frame on any operating system
or browsers which support Java2. The internal
windows have the same type of frames as shown
in Fig. 1. Figure 6(a) shows the two types of
windows where the treatment window Treatment
works like a dialogue. We use the JInternalFrame
instead of JDialog class for Treatment to realize
the same look and feel.

The AWT components are slightly different in
the operating systems and the usual frames com-
pletely depend on the window system. The Swing
components within the JInternalFrame class are
therefore very powerful to construct such a com-
mon GUI environment.

The Swing components are normally lightweight
and cannot be mixed with heavyweight compo-
nents. The Canvas3D class implements the 3D
view, which is a heavyweight class. The internal
frame for the 3D view is therefore always kept at
the top layer of the desktop and the JComboBox
components on the Control Panel are modified to
the heavyweight component by the method of set-
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(a) (b) (c)

Figure 3: The results of β-ray experiments in various conditions: (a) 50 measurements without Al
absorption plate, (b) 500 measurements without plate, (c) 500 measurements with the No.4 rather thick
plate.

(a) (b) (c)

(d) (e) (f)

Figure 5: 3D views of the small laboratory from various eye-points.
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(a)

(b)

Figure 6: Internal windows for the distribution
graph and the treatment with (a) the English lo-
cale and (b) the French locale.

LightWeightEnabled(false) in order to avoid the
conflict with the Canvas3D. This problem may be
solved by the improvement of the both Swing and
Java3D APIs in near future.

5 Internationalization

All of messages on labels, buttons, menus, axis
names and so on are internationalized using the
local–sensitive objects on Java2. Figure 7 shows
the screen shot of the web browser with the Japanese
locale. The strings are completely translated to
Japanese compared with ones in Fig. 1. Figure
5(f) is also an example of the Japanese locale. Fig-
ures 5(d) and 6(b) are browsed with the French
locale and Fig. 5(e) for the German local.

It is very easy to internationalize Java2 pro-
gram using the code as shown in Fig. 8 [12].
The first line sets the default locale to variable
alocale, 2nd line constructs a filename (messages)
from the strings of "MessagesBundle" and alocale.
When the client computer has a locale for the En-
glish language in the United States, the filename
will became "MessagesBundle en US.properties"

Figure 7: The screen shot of the β-ray experiment
on the web browser with the Japanese locale.

(Fig. 9 left). In the case of the French, the Ger-
man and the Japanese locales, the filenames are
respectively corresponding to
"MessagesBundle fr FR.properties",
"MessagesBundle de DE.properties" and
"MessagesBundle ja JP.properties"
(Fig. 9 right) which are converted to the Uni-
code [13] by native2ascii command. The parts
of strings "en", "fr", "de" and "ja" are language
code, a pair of lowercase letters that conform to
ISO-639, and "US", "DE", "FR" and "JP" are coun-
try code which consists of two uppercase letters
and conforms to ISO-3166. Line 3 and 4 create a
label and a button object with internationalized
strings. Only first 2 lines are necessary to interna-
tionalize Java2 programs. These internationalized
strings can be modified without recompiling the
sources.

6 Conclusions

We developed the interactive experiment system
on β-ray radiation over the World Wide Web in
any time from any place. Students can do real ex-
periments in setting the experimental conditions
and receiving the graphically plotted experimental
data on exactly the same GUI environment using
the internal frames of Swing API. Natural random
phenomena can be studied quantitatively on the
obtained distributions. Students can change the
absorption plate between the β-ray source and the
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Locale alocale = (new java.util.Locale("en", "US")).getDefault();

String messages = ResourceBundle.getBundle("MessagesBundle", alocale);

JLabel label = new JLabel(messages.getString("ctl_n"));

JButton button = new JButton(messages.getString("ctl_meas"));

Figure 8: Example of the source code of internationalized Java2 program.

Figure 9: Examples of properties files for locales; "MessagesBundle en US.properties" for English
(left), Japanese native code (center) and the Unicode file named "MessagesBundle ja JP.properties"
for Japanese (right).

GM tube detector while by verifying the state not
only by the live camera but also by 3D view using
Java3D API. The 3D view is also very helpful to
imagine the construction of the remote experimen-
tal equipments and to understand the principle
of measurements. The program is international-
ized and shows messages in the browser’s language
where English, French, German and Japanese are
supported now and it is easy to support other lo-
cales. The internationalization is very important
for such a DE system.
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